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Terri Friedlander
Guest columnist

Spread love
of reading
during
Literacy
Week

According to a recent Pew Research
udy, about a quarter of Americans
ven’t read a book in the past year.
ow disheartening but not really shockg. Whether or not this decline correes with higher education seems irrelant. Reading expands one’s vocabuy, opens minds, takes the reader to
w places, and so on.
And if adults are spending less time
ading, their children are probably noing.
Another reason why schools must do
erything possible to create lifelong
aders. It’s been said that up to third
ade, we learn to read and every year
ter, we read to learn.
Jan. 28 began Celebrate Literacy
eek Florida; a time to promote and imove reading skills. This year’s theme is
preading Literacy, One View at a
me.”
Media specialists delight in this
eek. Walk into any media center on a
hool campus today and it’s amazing
w much has changed. Computers
th headphones line almost every wall.
blets are available for checkout.
The Library Media Center is the heart
the school and always a hub of activ. When it’s closed for meetings or
sting, students become visibly disapinted. Our media specialist was once
ted as the Teacher of the Year.
Today these tech-savvy professions often participate in the school’s
chnology Committees. They’re relied
on to locate a useful video or audio
ok or even school supplies on a moent’s notice. Responsible for training
udents on cybersafety, Reading
unts and electronic resources, the
edia specialists are human vaults of
formation.
They explain copyright laws, plagiam, use of online accounts to access
ades and homework assignments as
ell as the problems and signs of online
llying.
One creative media specialist told me
w she celebrated the week by turning
e room into a carnival with various
ations that had students creating
ok marks, matching book covers with
les and more.
Educators love seeing kids get excitabout reading.
Our librarian chose the theme “Great
oks become Great Movies.” After
mparing and contrasting great books
rned into films, the culminating activwill be for students to read the winng book and then watch the movie tother in the media center.
Other inventive activities include the
er popular “Book It, Bake It Contest”
here students bake and decorate
kes like book covers. Fun and delious stuff.
In my child’s school, a Celebrate Litacy activity involved researching the
ebsite of a popular or local author and
en writing them a letter. My daughter
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Led by Heather Mott, Raegan Porter and her classmates analyze “The Scream” by Edvard Munch. AMANDA
THOMPSON

EMPATHY FACTOR
Sealey fourth-graders learn to analyze art, emotion
Amanda Karioth Thompson
Council on Culture & Arts

Sealey art students are eager to share their interpretations of example
artworks. AMANDA THOMPSON

Reproductions of famous artworks line the perimeter of Heather
Mott’s art room.
Examples from Romare Bearden,
Mary Cassatt and N.C. Wyeth show
a peaceful community, a woman
holding a child, and a spirited wild
horse. These artworks elicit strong
emotional responses which have
been studied and discussed by art
historians and critics. In Mott’s
class, they’re discussed by fourthgraders.
Projected onto the board are more
examples of famous artworks and
art students are prompted to describe the emotions they awaken. In
response to Dorthea Lang’s “Migrant Mother,” one student shared,
“it looks like she’s upset because she
can’t pay her bills.” This type of close
examination and inquiry relates to a
new initiative at Sealey Elementary
School.
Mott explained, “the Sanford
Harmony program for social-emotional learning is research based
and it helps the kids communicate
better in their classrooms.” The goal
is for students to gain skills to work
through interpersonal difficulty, becoming their own mediators and
problem solvers. By incorporating
these strategies into her teaching,
Mott sees additional benefits.
“It expands their vocabulary and
helps kids become a bit more educated in art literacy.” When students
are encouraged to analyze artworks
critically, verbalize their aesthetic
response and create their own expressive images, “they learn about
their own and each other’s emotions. They become more empathetic to people’s feelings.”
Sealey fourth-graders investigated the displayed artwork reproductions and discussed their findings.
After jotting down their emotional
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MELIGHT EXTRA

breaking, modeling and counting strategies through
hands-on activities such as building 2-D and 3-D frac-

row,” will take place at 1 p.m. in the Richards Building.
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reactions on sticky notes, students adhered them to
Cancer
the artwork. They were asked to consider the way an
use guilt a
image is rendered, with crisp lines or blurry brushit’s just no
strokes, and how color might convey emotion. “Once
ther they
they start seeing all of this, you can see the wheels
need to pla
turning,” said Mott.
Leo (Ju
Responding to diverse examples allows students to
must be a
thoughtfully design their own artworks.
moment to
Mott admits, “this is a challenging activity because
ing to be e
a lot of kids just want to draw a heart and put love,
to work.
love, love in the background. I talk to them about how
Virgo (A
it doesn’t have to be so literal. I want them to struggle
relationsh
through it and it is a little bit of a struggle. I want them
begin with
to come to some kind of agreement in their mind of
and timing
how to convey how they feel, visually.”
wonderful
Amarion Thomas has some ideas. “I’m going to
Libra (
draw a basketball court with a goal and me making a
what they
basket. Basketball makes me strong.” To communiown and
cate this feeling, he plans to use just three colors, a
their own a
choice inspired by the restricted palette of “Hope” by
the final ca
Shepard Fairey, one of the example images shown to Heather Mott assists a student in brainstorming
Scorpio
students.
ways to visually depict his emotions. AMANDA
win again
Raegan Porter is going in the opposite direction. THOMPSON
you have b
She plans to include a “rainbow of colors” in her artthing to ba
work and she realizes that art can be a powerful comresources
munication method. “Sometimes drawing is easier and solve so many problems in a 45-minute art class,
Sagitta
than finding words,” she said. “Also, artwork lasts more than people really know. It taps into their crethe ones w
longer than words will.”
ativity but also their talent, memories and emotions.”
you don’t
Creating artwork is a personal endeavor and an
“I hope that through their drawings, my students
wrong. Yo
outward display of emotions can make some feel vul- gain a better understanding of how they can put their
you’re wro
nerable. For students to share their feelings in such a feelings down on paper and feel empathy for someCaprico
visible way, they have to know they’re supported. Mott body else so we’re a little more compassionate to other
not very m
is committed to making her art room a safe space people. I’m not looking for perfection, I’m looking for
ing to insu
where students respect and trust one another. “I en- effort and understanding.”
ed, every m
courage them to give positive feedback and listen to
Amanda Karioth Thompson is the Assistant Directery, relinq
tor for the Council on Culture & Arts. COCA is the capother people’s ideas.”
Aquari
After 27 years of teaching, Mott is steadfast in her ital area’s umbrella agency for arts and culture
purpose fo
belief that art is essential to a complete education. “It (www.tallahasseearts.org).
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ously said, “I cannot live without
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1948: Indian political and spiritual
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leader Mohandas K. Gandhi, 78, was
of my Kindle Fire, iPad and
what peop
shot and killed in New Delhi by NathNook.
ther exper
uram Godse, a Hindu extremist.
wrote to E. D. Baker, author of
Educator, parent and author
tities or to
(Godse and a co-conspirator were later
the “Frog Princess,” who sent her of the coming-of-age novel, “The
you want.
executed.)
a gracious, personal reply a few Dorm,” Terri Friedlander can be
poseful th
1968: The Tet Offensive began durweeks later.
reached at www.terrifriedlantranslates
ing the Vietnam War.
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celebration of literacy.
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